HOW TO DRAW A WILDSYLE LETTER "E" - by Graffiti Diplomacy

Go to our website at "graffiti-diplomacy.com" for lots more free graffiti drawing lessons and coloring pages.

1. Draw a capital letter "E" in tag style.
2. Draw bars around the strokes of the letter to fatten it up.
3. Erase the inside lines. Draw a small rectangle for a serif. Draw another small rectangle with a triangle on top to form an arrow.
4. Draw all around the outside edge blending all the lines. Erase the unneeded guidelines.
5. Bend and stretch the shape of the letter to give it a little more movement and style. Add two smalls bits.
6. Add decorations inside the letters and 3-D (go to our website at "graffiti-diplomacy.com" for 3-D instructions).